Mandurah Catholic College,
Western Australia
Discover how Education Perfect has been the perfect digital platform to
supplement our teacher resources in class and has positively impacted student
motivation.

An co-educational Catholic school of 1687
students, aged from Kindergarten to Year
12.

Using EP since

About

Our online learning journey

Set in 12 hectares of natural bushland, the College
boasts modern, well-resourced facilities with the
latest technology to enhance student outcomes.
The College aims to create a climate where
students can grow in their Catholic faith and
where Christian values and principles are
nurtured. From a strong emphasis on literacy and
numeracy in Primary School through to University
Entrance and Vocational Programs in Secondary
School, the College provides a diverse and
balanced curriculum which allows students to
develop their natural abilities, to seek truth and to
strive towards the highest standards of
achievements. The College places strong
importance on the Pastoral Care of students: their
physical, emotional and mental wellbeing are a
high priority.

We started using Education Perfect for
Languages in 2014 and since then, as the
success of the program has grown, all core
subjects utilise EP for all of our Years 7-10
students and for some in Years 11 and 12. This
year alone, the students have answered over a
whopping 7 million questions! Incredible!
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The platform is used in a wide variety of ways
from homework setting, to quick tests, to
designing assessments and resources, as well
as for remedial work, which has proved to be a
huge help for many of our students.

Why Education Perfect (EP)
Originally EP started in our Science and English departments, shortly followed by
Maths, HASS & Languages. The school liked the idea of EP, as we were able to use a
digital platform to supplement teaching resources used in class. Also EP serves as a
function for writing modified exams across Years 8-10 and is great for setting
homework tasks for our students.

“...EP supports teacher lesson planning
and is built into many curriculum tasks
with direct links through SEQTA”
Karen Hall
Head of Humanities
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Students find the platform easy to access and enjoy seeing instant results.
In Humanities and social sciences, we set pre and post quizzes in each topic and
students love to see their progression in results from the start of each topic
through to the end. They get quite competitive in their achievement with other
students and love to see improvement.
The platform saves teachers a lot of time on many levels, meaning more time to
focus on appropriately differentiated teaching and learning methods.
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